CHILDREN'S SERVICES
STAFF PETS
MATCHING GAME
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRINTING

8 SHEETS OF PETS
24 PETS TOTAL

1 SHEET OF CARD BACKS

Easiest method:
1. Print out 8 sheets of pets on white paper
2. Glue/adhere printed sheets to cardstock paper of any color (this will be the back)
3. Cut out pet portraits, using the white lines as guides to make them the same size

Challenge method:
1. Print out 8 sheets of pets on white paper
2. Print out 8 sheets of card backs on white cardstock paper
3. Align pet sheets to card back sheets, back-to-back, and adhere them together
1. Cut out pet portraits, using the white lines as guides to make them the same size
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAYING

Standard Matching Game Rules
1. Arrange pet portraits face down
2. Players take turns flipping two portraits over. If the portraits match, the player adds them to their WIN pile and then flips over two more portraits. If the portraits do not match, then the next player takes a turn.
3. Play until all portraits are matched.
4. The player with the most portraits at the end of the game wins.

Alternate Rules
You can make up your own rules to play with this matching game! A couple ideas:
- Place a group of pets on the table and ask a player to identify a specific type of animal (this game contains cats, dogs, birds, bunnies, and rats!)
- Place a group of dogs or cats on the table and ask a player to identify an animal with a specific fur or eye color

What other alternate rules can you think of?
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